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Abstract 

Alopecia associated with epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitor therapy is a rare 

cutaneous side effect with the potential to progress to scarring alopecia. Thus, dermatolo-

gists should make an early diagnosis. We present the case of a 57-year-old Japanese female 

with scarring alopecia associated with gefitinib, which is an EGFR inhibitor, including tricho-

scopic findings. The patient treated with gefitinib for non-small cell lung cancer experienced 

skin rash and hair loss of the scalp. The scalp lesions appeared similar to erosive pustular 

dermatosis of the scalp. Trichoscopic examination showed follicular keratotic plugging, milky 

red areas, white patches, hair shaft disorder, tapering hair, and absence of follicular opening. 

Histological examination showed ruptured hair follicles with a perifollicular infiltration of 

plasma cells, lymphocytes, and histiocytes. Oral minocycline and topical steroid treatment 

produced no improvement. With a reduction in the gefitinib dosage, alopecia gradually im-

proved, although scarring remained. We consider these trichoscopic findings and suspect 

that follicular keratotic plugging might be a finding associated with scarring alopecia due to 

EGFR inhibitor therapy. © 2017 The Author(s) 
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Introduction 

Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitor, which is the standard treatment for 
non-small cell lung cancer, inhibits the proliferation of cancer cells and thereby not only 
affects cancer cells but also causes various skin toxicities. These are suspected to inhibit 
normal growth and differentiation of epidermal cells and hair follicles [1]. Alopecia associat-
ed with EGFR inhibitor therapy is a rare cutaneous side effect, with the potential to progress 
to scarring alopecia [2]. Here, we present the case of a 57-year-old Japanese female with 
scarring alopecia with a similar appearance to erosive pustular dermatosis of the scalp 
(EPDS), associated with gefitinib, including trichoscopic findings. 

Case Presentation 

A 57-year-old female with a 1-year history of non-small cell lung cancer began treat-
ment with gefitinib, an EGFR inhibitor, at an initial dose of 250 mg daily. The patient noticed 
erosive and papulopustular eruption on her scalp, accompanied by hair loss 2 months after 
initiating gefitinib. Over the next 11 months, alopecia drastically expanded over the scalp, 
and she was referred to our department for dermatological consultation. 

Physical examination revealed painful erythema, erosion, and papulopustular crusts 
with alopecia over the scalp with the exception of the occipital area. The hair-pull test was 
positive (Fig. 1). Trichoscopy showed follicular crusts and keratotic plugging, milky red are-
as, white patches, hair shaft disorder, tapering hair, and absence of follicular opening with 
skin atrophy (Fig. 2). These findings were considered consistent with EPDS. Bacterial and 
mycological cultures from affected areas showed no growth. Histological examination of 
biopsy taken from the parietal scalp lesions showed ruptured hair follicles with a perifollicu-
lar infiltration of plasma cells and lymphocytes (Fig. 3). Perifollicular histiocytes and multi-
nucleated giant cells were present. 

Oral minocycline was initiated at a dose of 100 mg daily, and a high-potential topical 
steroid was administered for 2 months. However, these did not induce any improvement in 
the lesions, and her alopecia progressed rapidly. On the strong demand of the patient, ge-
fitinib was decreased to 250 mg on alternate days. Though the eruption gradually improved, 
hair regrowth occurred only partially, and scars remained on the scalp 6 months after the 
reduction of the gefitinib dose (Fig. 4). Based on the above-mentioned findings, we made the 
final diagnosis of EPDS associated with gefitinib. 

Discussion 

EGFRs are mainly expressed in basal keratinocytes, sweat glands, and the follicular epi-
thelium, as well as in cancer cells. EGFR inhibitors cause a range of adverse cutaneous reac-
tions. The possible mechanisms of these cutaneous reactions may be related to the roles of 
EGFRs in cell differentiation, development, angiogenesis, and apoptosis [3]. On the other 
hand, EGFR inhibitors are thought to increase free-radical synthesis; thus, these promote the 
inflammatory cascade and cause follicle destructions and alopecia [4]. However, the mecha-
nism of scalp inflammation associated with EGFR inhibitors is not fully understood. Most 
cases of alopecia associated with EGFR inhibitors show EPDS as our patient [5], while a few 
show tufted hair folliculitis (THF) [6, 7]. Because these side effects have potential to progress 
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to scarring alopecia, dermatologists should make an early diagnosis. The available treatment 
for EPDS is topical high-potency steroids [8], though it has poor effect on EPDS associated 
with EGFR inhibitors [5]. The best treatment for EPDS eruption associated with EGFR is dose 
reduction or discontinuation of EGFR inhibitors. 

In regard to the trichoscopic findings in this case, follicular keratotic plugging and ab-
sence of follicular openings are common in scarring alopecia [8]. Milky red areas and white 
patches are thought to reflect inflammation and scarring of the scalp. Tapering hair and hair 
shaft disorder are related to hair cycle changes and disorder of hair differentiation associat-
ed with EGFR inhibitors. The trichoscopic findings of most cases of EPDS reveal atrophic 
skin, lack of follicular ostia, and follicular crusts [9]. Thus, we diagnosed our case as EPDS 
eruption associated with gefitinib, resulting in scarring alopecia. 

A few reports have described the trichoscopic features of scarring alopecia associated 
with EGFR or ERFR-like receptor inhibitors. Ena et al. [6] reported THF, which can cause 
scarring alopecia, in a female with breast cancer treated with lapatinib, which targets EGFR 
and human epidermal receptor (HER), an EGFR-like receptor. Rosman and Anadkat [7] also 
reported THF associated with trastuzumab, which targets human epidermal receptor. In 
both cases, dermoscopy revealed follicular keratosis. Although this clinical entity is different 
from EPDS, follicular keratotic plugging could be an expected finding in scarring alopecia 
associated with EGFR inhibitors. 

In conclusion, it is important that the early identification and management of alopecia 
associated with EGFR in order to prevent expansion of scarring alopecia. The trichoscopic 
findings of follicular keratotic plugging could be an expected finding in scarring alopecia 
associated with EGFR inhibitors.  
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Fig. 1. Appearance of the scalp lesion after 11 months of gefitinib treatment. Erythema, erosion, and pap-

ulopustular crusts were seen over the scalp with the exception of the occipital area. The lesions appeared 

similar to pustular dermatosis of the scalp. 
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Fig. 2. Trichoscopy findings. Follicular crusts and keratotic plugging (arrow), milky red areas, white patch-

es, hair shaft disorder, tapering hair (arrowhead), and absence of follicular opening (asterisk) with 

atrophic skin are seen. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Histological findings. Ruptured hair follicles with a perifollicular infiltration of plasma cells and 

lymphocytes are seen (hematoxylin eosin stain). 
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Fig. 4. Appearance of the scalp lesion 6 months after gefitinib reduction. Hair growth was observed, but 

scars remained. 
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